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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Postage Dues

180

181

182

Ex Lot 180

Collection on homemade pages with Blank Tablets to 5/-, Filled Tablets to 5/-, 1906-08 Small Crown/A set, 1907
Crown/Double-Lined A set (the 1d is mint), Shilling Values with Stroke 2/- (fine mint but for a couple of minor
tonespots) & 10/- (mint but a bit aged/toned), 1909-10 Perf 12½ 10/- (very fine mint), 1913-23 Perf 14 £1 with bogus
cancel, 1931-36 Perf 11 set (the 6d with faults & mss cancel), etc, mostly with postal cancellations, condition variable
but many are fine to very fine. [This is a three-generation collection developed by members of the same family since
the 1910s. Lots 182 to 184, including only the third recorded used example of the 20/- with Stroke, are from this
collection] (103)
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2,000

Lot 181

1902 Blank Tablet ('NSW' Removed) 4d & 8d x4 including a vertical pair BW #D8 & 10 plus Filled Tablet 5d #D29
tied to 1904 underpaidTatts cover from Victoria by 'HOBART/OC13/--/TASMANIA' cds (no year slug), characteristic
closed spikehole well clear of the stamps, catalogued on cover at $75 for the 4d; $250 each for the 8d; and $200 for
the 5d. A truly remarkable Two Issue franking paying the fine on multiple underpaid/unpaid articles.

600

Lot 182

1902-04 Filled Tablet 10/- dull green BW #D44 (SG D43), CTO most unusually with two strikes of the
'NSW'-in-concentric-ovals cancel, Cat $3000 (£1800). A very attractive example of this rare stamp.

1,000
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183

V

A

- 20/- dull green BW #D45 (SG D44), CTO with the 'NSW'-in-concentric-ovals cancel, Cat $3500 (£2250). [The 10/- &
20/- were issued in very small numbers and only at the Sydney GPO. Postally used examples are extremely rare]

184

V

B A1

1908-09 Shilling Values with Stroke 20/- dull green BW #D75 (SG D62), exceptional centring, a little aged still but a
very attractive example of this howlingly rare stamp, very fine part-strike of the distinctive '[PAR]CELS
B[RANCH/GPO SYDNEY]' cds in violet, Cat $75,000 (£50,000). One of the great rarities of Australian philately. This
stamp has been submitted for a RPSofV Certificate.

Lot 183

1,250

Lot 184

The ACSC states that this value was issued only in Sydney, that no examples were cancelled-to-order for
presentation purposes or collectors' sets, and that usage was "extremely limited". It also states "...Two examples
of...the 20/-...cancelled with the Parcels Branch Sydney datestamp in violet are recorded...One is badly creased..."
The damaged stamp surfaced at an American auction in 2013 and sold for $US28,750 despite the obvious damage.
The stamp offered here is a new discovery, having been held for many years in a three-generation collection in New
South Wales: see Lot 280738.

25,000
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**

A+

Est $A

Lot 185

1913-21 Victorian Design on Thin Paper 10/- & £1 complete set of 'JBC' and 'CA' Monogram singles BW #D103z &
zb and #D104z & zb, unusually well centred, remarkably fresh with full unmounted o.g., Cat $30,000 mounted;
unpriced unmounted. Pristine! Ex Australia Post Archival Sale No 1 (1987).

30,000

